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over the heads of the people of the house and of their cattle,
he then thrusts it two or three times into his mouth, and takes
it out again lighted to show that he has taken back the ' deroo '
into his own body The lookers-on are astonished at this per-
formance Sometimes the fiiends of the afflicted person post
off to complain to the chief of the village The Thakor, some-
what unwillingly, sends for Bechureeo, and, assuming as well
as he can an an of unconcern and authority, orders hum to
remove the * deroo'—he is, however, desperately afraid all
the time lest the ' deroo' should be sent to his own house
Bechureeo, on the other hand, thinks that it may not be safe
to trifle too far with the chief, so he promises to take away
his Mata
Sometimes, however, the Thakor has a ' deroo ' of his own
A chief of our acquaintance had a very valuable possession in
the person of one ' Kesur Baee Mata' When his cultivators
showed a disposition to leave his village, he frightened them
into remaining by hinting that the Mata might follow them
It is said, too, that he sometimes met the demands of his
creditors in a similar manner
Bhoowos are occasionally employed to relieve persons who
are annoyed by a ' deroo '
It is believed that a woman who is born upon one of a list
of days laid down in the astrological books is a 'poison-
*	daughter,' or gifted with the evil-eye     Such a person is
called a Dakm, or witch, and it is supposed that they on
whom she casts her eyes suffer as if they were possessed by
a Bhoot    Some persons, when they feel unwell, think that the
effect is produced by a witch having set her Dev at them
Witches are most commonly of the Charun, or Waghuree
castes    Many precautions are employed to avert the effects
of the evil-eye , the best preservatives are iron articles, marks
made with black colour, charms, or amulets
There are six descriptions of charms, or * muntras,' known
in Goozerat, which are described m a series of works forming
the scriptures on the subject, or ' Muntra Shastres' A charm
called * Marun Muntra' has the power of taking away life,
*	Mohun Muntra'  produces  ocular  or auricular illusions,
1 Sthumbhun Muntra * stops what is in motion,  ' Akurshun

